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Project and work description

Can you describe the project you were working on?

I worked on two related project. One, I generated examples of DFT calcula-
tions done without ML assistance trying to replicate results reported in various
papers. These results were to be used to compare to results of ML assisted cal-
culations, especially in terms of computation time. Two, me and Akhil worked
on rewriting the operations of the ML code for it to be cythonized and as such
make it run faster.

What subject area did it cover?

With these two projects covered DFT, Gaussian Processes (ML) and coding
structure.

How did the contact with the Professor/supervisor work?

It worked well, my supervisor Jose Torres sat two doors down and I could go
over to him at any point to ask questions or report results. My professor was
unfortunately not in office during my stay at SUNCAT.

How long was an average day in the lab?

I worked with computation so I was free to work wherever I wanted, I spent
5-7 h effectively (not counting lunch) every weekday. I worked many days in
the office when I knew I was going to multitask/work with building models to
optimize as I had an extra Mac screen which made work easier. If I was reading
theory or cracking some coding problems I went to various cafes, libraries or
even sat outside by Stanford to work.
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What new things have you learned during the project?

I have learned a lot about DFT, Gaussian processes and details on coding in
Python I would not have realized otherwise. I also have gained an understanding
of simulation in chemistry and the power it brings to discovery efforts, I am now
also confident that I can learn methods for simulation fast.

Was your prior knowledge sufficient for you to handle the tasks pre-
sented to you?

I actively read up on DFT (I did not completely know DFT when I got to
Stanford though and I definitively still don’t), I installed the Atomic Simulation
Environment package for Python and familiarized myself with it. With this
I knew enough to work on the projects described above, had I known more I
could probably chosen other projects to work on. I would not say to anyone not
taking courses that prime you in quantum mechanics to go on this CHUST trip
unless you have a strong interest and do some reading on what you’re going to
have to learn before/during the time at Stanford. The coding went well for me,
the machine learning theory I could absorb much due to my casual reading on
the side (though lacking linear algebra) and the DFT there’s still so much to
learn although I have a working understanding of it.

How much responsibility were you given?

I was tasked to produce results that were to be used in publishing of the new
ML tools for DFT developed at SUNCAT. These results were to be used for
bench-marking.

Campus life

What was life like at the university you visited? Campus life, nightlife
and potential trips?

There’s always a lot of people out during daytime which you will find your-
self talking to at random. People are predisposed to talk to each other here.
Nightlife exist mostly or entirely of groups of friends going out to do things at
night. There is definitively potential for going on trips! When you go through
the areas surrounding Stanford it seems like you’re in many European countries
at once by architecture and that you’re in a really healthy and old forest by
scenery, I really enjoy the combination. Getting a car allows for going to var-
ious locations of interest including Yosemite, redwood forests up north, whale
sightseeing etc.

I also had access to the SLAC gym 24/7 which resulted in me playing bas-
ketball 3 times a week besides just working out. I want to mention this because
if you’re a basketball player you will much enjoy it, there is also volleyball and
football (soccer) being played in the area which you surely can join.
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How much did it cost living in your city?

It cost quite much, about 24 000 kr. Everything is very expensive except gas
for your car.

How did you finance the stay in the U.S? Scholarship or private funds?
If you received any scholarship, did you need to send any documents
to the university in order to receive the funds?

I received 1200 USD from John Rettigs fund from my hometown Gävle and
SLAC also supported me with XYXYXY USD.

How did you find housing during your stay at the university and how
much did it cost? How satisfied were you with the housing situation?

I found housing looking at SUpost. If one writes to every place that is interesting
sooner or later you’ll get a reply (start early). I lived in two different places
during my stay and I thought both very nice. The first since I had the place
to myself and it was located very close to Stanford. The other because it had
access to conveniences like washing machines and was located close to SLAC.

Application

Were there any problems that did arise during your stay that you
think future students need to know about you? In such case, which
problems did you encounter?

I encountered no problems during my stay.
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